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The application of riblets on a typical regional turboprop configuration is discussed in this paper. The effect of the
riblets is modeled as a singular roughness problem by a proper boundary condition at the wall. The model, already
proposed in a previous paper, is briefly described. The drag prediction capabilities are verified by showing some
airfoil flow applications. Then a typical wing–body of a regional aircraft is considered. The configuration has been
designed to have extended natural laminar flow in cruise conditions. Riblets are applied at flow specifications
representative of cruise in combination with the natural laminar flow technology and in climb/descent conditions.
A comparisonof the two technologies in termsof drag reduction is presented. Their combinedapplication can result in
a cruise drag reduction of more than 20%. The resulting fuel savings during a typical operational day are evaluated.
I. Introduction
TODAY there is renewed interest in drag reduction mechanisms.Indeed, current concern over environmental pollution is forcing
manufacturers to reduce pollutant emissions not only in the industrial
field but also in the transport sector. Several methods for reducing
viscous drag have been studied during the last three decades. These
are used to delay laminar–boundary-layer transition or to modify the
turbulence structures of the boundary layer. Somemethods are active
controls, and others are passive as they do not require any energy use.
Focusing on passive devices, the natural laminar flow (NLF) tech-
nology aims at extending the laminar region as much as possible.
Instead the riblets, consisting of streamwise grooved surfaces, are
able to reduce friction drag in the turbulent part of the flow.
Naturalistic studies suggested that shark skin covered by stream-
wise microscopic ridges is able to reduce friction in turbulent flows.
The first fundamental studies on riblets were performed at NASA in
1970s and 1980s [1]. The drag reduction mechanism is linked to the
shape of the riblets, and, in particular, effective results have been
achieved by V-shaped geometries [2] with riblets having sharp
triangular ridges. The experiments by Bechert et al. [3,4] and the
studies by Luchini et al. [5] in 1990s have clarified the drag reduction
mechanism. This can be reduced to a shift of the velocity profile in the
turbulent region of a boundary layer.
The effect is essentially local (i.e. depends on the local Reynolds
number), and the optimum riblets height is h ≈ 15, where the
superscript “” means that the height is made nondimensional by
viscouswall quantities. First experiments on airfoils did not show any
significant effect of a variable pressure distribution on riblet perfor-
mance [2]. Successively a number of experiments [6–8] proposed
that most of drag reduction resulted from the airfoil upper surface,
suggesting increased effectiveness of riblets in adverse pressure
gradients. Experimental analyses on airfoils of wind turbine [9,10]
proposed similar conclusions. Other experiments investigating flow
over flat plate under an adverse pressure gradient confirmed this still-
debated behavior [11–13]. Boomsma and Sotiropoulos [13] in par-
ticular investigated, by large-eddy simulation (LES), the effect on
riblet performance ofmild adverse pressure gradient in flat plate flow.
The authors found an additional drag reduction (1–1.5%) in agree-
ment with the experimental results of Debisschop and Nieuwstadt
[12]. Koeplin et al. [14] proposed a model for turbomachinery
applications to take into account the misalignment of riblets with
the freestream velocity and presented a pressure correction based on a
local Clauser parameter. Mele and Tognaccini [15], adopting the slip
length concept, provided a contribution to understand why riblet
performance can improve in case of airfoil flow. In particular, they
found a reduction of the boundary-layer displacement thickness due
to riblets, more evident in presence of pressure gradient, which
implies a reduction of form drag.
There is a lack of literature on riblets in presence of pressure
gradient and more generally for the application of this device to
complex configurations at high Reynolds numbers. These flows
can still be studied only by methods based on the Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations that, at least for mainly attached
flows, provide accuracy comparable to LES [16,17] for the mean
quantities. However, the RANSmethods cannot resolve the scales of
riblets (microns in aeronautical applications), and the effect of the
riblets needs to be modeled. Mele and Tognaccini [18] have intro-
duced the idea to model the effect of the riblets by a proper boundary
condition at the wall such as usually done for the effect of roughness.
The proposed boundary condition has been implemented in two
unsteady RANS (URANS) flow solvers, the Italian Aerospace
Research Center (CIRA) in-house-developed UZEN code [19,20]
and FLOWer, a code developed at German Aerospace Center
(DLR) and used by University of Napoli. A relevant number of
two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) test cases have
been carried out in order to validate and evaluate the model [21–24].
In aeronautics, riblets have been studied in several flight tests with
interesting results in terms of fuel consumption. Nevertheless, they
have never been adopted in commercial applications. This is mainly
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due tomanufacturing andmaintenance issues that seem to be possible
to address by advanced technologies [25,26]. Very promising are,
for instance, contactless manufacturing technologies [27]. USAF
recently launched a research program with the aim to retrofit with
riblets its transport fleet [28]. This paper deals with the effect of the
riblets on the performances of a real aircraft when combined with
the NLF technology [29]. Numerical simulations have been per-
formed at different flow conditions representative of the character-
istics points of a typical mission of a regional aircraft. The main goal
is to evaluate the gain achievable by the riblets over an entire mission
of the aircraft.
The paper is structured as follows. The modeling of the effect
of the riblets is discussed in Sec. II, and the results are presented in
Secs. III–V. First, some relevant 2D test cases are analyzed, and then
the application of riblets to the regional aircraft is discussed. The
riblets are discussed in conjunctionwith theNLF technology. Finally,
theweight that a new-generation turboprop aircraft could save is also
estimated. The conclusions are drawn in Sec. VI.
II. Modeling the Effect of Riblets
It has been shown that riblets induce a displacement of the turbu-
lence eddies with respect to the mean flow, leading to a reduction of
the momentum transfer to the wall with a consequent drag reduction
[4,5,30]. This mechanism is confined very near to the surface and
induces a drag increase if riblets are large enough to interact directly
with the turbulence structures. In practice, the effect of riblets is the
shift of the origin of the velocity profile, that is, a shift of the constant
of the well-known logarithmic law of wall:
U  1
κa
logy  B − ΔU (1)
where the superscript “” specifies nondimensional quantities
obtained by using wall variables, κa is the Kármán constant, and B
measures the influence of the wall on the velocity profile. For an
incompressible flow without pressure gradient, the ΔU (and hence
the value of B) can be related to the difference in the friction
coefficients. In fact, at the edge of the boundary layer
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where the subscripts S and R refer to the smooth and to the configu-
ration equipped with riblets. By assuming that δ is the same and
considering that for the incompressible flow over a flat plate UE ≈
U∞ since
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the velocity shift is obtained as
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Equation (1) is the same formula describing the effects of wall
roughness on turbulent flows. The difference is that, in the case of
roughness, ΔU is usually positive, returning an increase of drag,
whereas riblets provide negative values of ΔU with a reduction of
the skin friction. Tani [31] re-analyzed the classical experimental data
ofNikuradse [32] on turbulent flows over roughwalls. He focused his
attention on the transitional roughness regime that is characterized
by a roughness height not large enough for a fully rough behavior
(usually the transitional roughness is defined for nondimensional
roughness height ks < 50). He realized that sand roughness induces
a reduction of skin friction if ks , which is often defined as roughness
Reynolds number, is lower than about 6. Above this critical value, the
sand roughness induces an increase of drag. Tani already noted that
this behavior is surprisingly similar to riblet effects that, however,
induce a much greater drag reduction. On the other hand, he empha-
sized that, unlike riblets, sand roughness is insensitive to flow direc-
tion. The well-known wall boundary condition of Wilcox for the
k − ω turbulencemodels family [33] iswidely adopted for simulating
rough walls. Wilcox derived his boundary condition from Saffman
[34], who first observed that, approaching the surface, the differential
equations of the κ − ω turbulence models possess a kind of solution
that returns a finite value for ω at the surface. This value can be, in
principle, any value that correctly reproduces the logarithmic law of
smooth, rough, or grooved wall. Saffman proposed the following
boundary condition for ω at the wall:
ω  ρu
2
τ
μ
⋅ SRks  
τw
μ
⋅ SRks  (5)
where ρ is the density, uτ 

τw∕ρ
p
is the friction velocity (τw is the
wall shear stress), and μ is the dynamic viscosity. Using Eq. (5) and
from the analysis of the experimental results of Nikuradse, Wilcox
derived his condition for SR on rough walls:
SR 
(
50∕ks 2 ks < 25;
100∕ks ks ⩾25
(6)
Thus ω at the wall depends on ΔU or equivalently on
SR  SRΔU and depends on the nature of the wall. In the case
of transitional roughness, SRΔU has been obtained verifying,
by numerical experiments, the correct value of SR, providing the
ΔUmeasured byTani. A simple bell-shaped function has been used
to fit the new obtained values for SR:
SR 
C1
ks − C22n  C3
(7)
where C1  1.666 ⋅ 103; C2  3.25; C3  0.1; and n  1.
Equation (7) recovers for ks  0 and ks  6.5 the SR value for
smooth wall. The same Eq. (7) with different coefficients and written
as a function of lg 

Ag
p
, where Ag is the riblet nondimensional
cross-sectional area, can be used to simulate the effects of an arbitrary
riblet family. In fact, following García-Mayoral and Jiménez [35],
lg gives a better characterization of riblet performance than the
nondimensional riblet spacing s and height h (Fig. 1). They found
that the adoption of lg collapses riblet experimental data into a
compact group of similar curves. Thus, in the case of riblets,
Eq. (7) can be rewritten as:
SR 
C1
lg − C22n  C3
(8)
Fig. 1 “V-shaped” riblets.
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The coefficients have been obtained by numerical experiments
matching the experimental data reported in [35]: C1  2.5 ⋅ 108;
C2  10.5;C3  1: ⋅ 10−3;n  3. The geometry and size of the riblet
enter Eq. (8) through lg . In particular the value of lg  C2  10.5,
corresponding to the maximum value of the function SR, defines the
“optimal” size of the riblet. In the case of the riblet family reported by
Walsh [2],manufactured by3Mcompany,with a symmetricV-grooved
section (Fig. 1), the relation between lg , s, and h is
s  h  2p lg .
III. Two-Dimensional Test Cases
The model described in the previous section has been first imple-
mented in FLOWer, a code developed at DLR and used byUniversity
of Napoli. FLOWer code solves the compressible 3D steady and
unsteady RANS equations on block-structured meshes around com-
plex aerodynamic configurations. In both 2D and 3D simulations the
spatial discretization adopted was a central finite volume formulation
with explicit blended second- and fourth-order artificial dissipation.
Time integration is carried out by an explicit hybrid multistage
Runge–Kutta scheme. The κ − ω SST turbulence model, modified
for considering riblets, was adopted. Then the model has been
implemented in the CIRA in-house-developed UZEN code [19,20],
a flow solver with a numerics and a data structure similar to FLOWer.
A basic validation has been performed for a flat plate, and for 2D
flows in previous papers [18,21,22,24,29], obtaining results consis-
tent with theoretical considerations and in good agreement with the
available experimental data. Accurate numerical computing and
experimental measuring of small differences in drag coefficient is a
critical issue, and then further 2D test cases are here presented and
compared with available experiments. In particular, results for an
airfoil in subsonic and transonic conditions and for the incompress-
ible flow around a wind turbine section are considered.
A. CAST7 Airfoil
The test case is very interesting because it shows the possible
variation of riblet performance from subsonic to transonic flow. In
what follows the results obtained by UZEN code are shown as further
validation of the model for riblet simulations described in Sec. II.
Experimental data [36] are available at Reynolds number 3 × 106,
α  0°, and Mach numbers 0.65, 0.70, and 0.76. The configuration
has been considered with the transition imposed at 5% of the chord on
both the upper and lower surfaces, and the κ − ωSST turbulencemodel
has been applied. The riblets are installed from the 15% of the chord.
A C-topology grid with 576 × 192 cells has been employed. The
convergence of the drag coefficient at the highest Mach number is
reported in Fig. 2a. The variation of theCD stays well within the drag
count for either the smooth airfoil or the configurations with riblets
installed. The y obtained on the upper surface of the airfoil is shown
in Fig. 2b. The viscous coordinate is slightly greater than one only in
the leading edge zone. It is worth noting that the effect of applying
riblets with h  0.023 mm is to decrease y (i.e., decrease the
friction), whereas riblets with h  0.051 mm provide a slight
increase in y (i.e., an increase in friction).
The drag coefficient obtained for the smooth configuration and
with riblets of h  0.023 mm and h  0.051 mm is plotted as a
function of the Mach number in Fig. 3a. The results achieved are in
a reasonable agreementwith the experimental data. The behaviorwith
the Mach number is well predicted, but the CD is overpredicted for
the smooth configuration and underpredicted for the riblets-on
configurations with respect to the experiments. In particular, the
drag coefficient decreases at all theMach numbers for the riblets with
h  0.023 mm in both experimental and numerical data. Instead the
riblets with h  0.051 mm present an increase of CD in the experi-
ments, whereas the numerical simulations provide a slight decrease of
drag at Mach 0.65 and 0.70 and a slight decrease at Mach 0.76.
The CD measured with riblets of h  0.051 mm is compared with
the numerical results achievedwith an increasing height of the riblets in
Fig. 3b. The matching with the experimental values is obtained apply-
ing ribletswithh  0.056 mm atMach 0.65,h  0.059 mm atMach
0.70, and h  0.064 mm atMach 0.76. It turns out that the model and
the numerics employed in the simulations require riblets somehow
higher to achieve the same variation of drag as in the experiments. As
an example, the friction coefficient for the smooth configuration and
for the configurationwith riblets of 0.023mmheight is presented in the
left plot of Fig. 4. The decrease of the friction coefficient is evident and
there is also a slight effect on location and strength of the shock. The
physical height of a symmetric V-shaped riblet can be related through
to the viscous height h using the following relation:
h  huτρ
μ
 h
LREF
Re∞

CF
2
r 
ρ
ρ∞
r
μ∞
μ
(9)
Equation (9) is useful to evaluate the physical height of V-shaped
riblets corresponding to the “optimal” h. This is shown in the right
Fig. 2 CAST-7 airfoil atMach  0.76, Re  3 × 106, and α  0: assessment of the grid.
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plot of Fig. 4 at the threeMach numbers taken into consideration. The
height increases in a nonlinear way with the Mach number. It also
increases along the chord on both the upper and lower surfaces of the
airfoil and presents a spike, almost doubling, close to the shockwave.
B. DU 96-W-180 Airfoil
The incompressible flow around DU 96-W-180 airfoil is another
interesting test case for a further validation of riblets model due to the
availability of two different experiments performed at various Reyn-
olds numbers and angles of attack. Also the presence of a laminar
separation bubble is useful to test the behavior of the model in off-
design conditions. The results provided in this section were obtained
by FLOWer code modified for riblet simulations.
Chamorro et al. [9] tested various riblet sizes and shapes provided
by 3M company on a DU 96-W-180 airfoil. The experiments were
performed in low-speed conditions at a Reynolds number 2.2 × 106
referred to 1m airfoil chord and varying the lift coefficients from 0.25
to 1.14. The same airfoil was studied in the experiments of Sareen
et al. [10]. They also tested various riblet sizes provided by 3M
company at three different Reynolds numbers, 1.0 × 106, 1.5 × 106,
and 1.85 × 106, referred to 0.457 m airfoil chord.
The effect of full or partial riblet coverage on the airfoil has also
been investigated in both experiments. The authors of the experi-
ments calculated, by Xfoil simulations, the transition to turbulence
over the clean airfoil in its operational range, and then, in the case of
partial riblet coverage, the riblet film was applied starting from 40%
of the airfoil chord on the upper surface and 70%on the lower surface.
Sareen et al. [10] also determined the experimental separation and
reattachment points and reported an oil flow visualization of the
detected laminar separation bubble at α  6° and Reynolds number
1.5 × 106. The present numerical simulations have been performed at
the same flow conditions as the experiments with partial riblet
Fig. 3 CAST-7 airfoil at Re  3 × 106, and α  0: drag coefficient. Full symbols: experiments [36]; void symbols: numerical.
Fig. 4 CAST-7 airfoil at Re  3 × 106, and α  0: skin friction coefficient and height of the riblets.
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coverage. All calculations have been carried out at M∞  0.1 and
specifying the transition on the upper and lower surface at the same
position reported in the experiments. In the laminar zone the produc-
tion terms of the turbulence equations are set to zero; such transition
treatment guarantees optimal flow prediction in case of laminar
separation bubbles [19]. The computed drag reduction versus riblet
height at Re∞  1.5 × 106 is compared with the measurements of
Sareen et al. [10] in Fig. 5. A satisfactory agreement is shown. The
achieved maximum drag reduction is 3–4% and is strictly linked to
the extension of the turbulent region that depends on lift coefficient.
The effect of Cl on the computed drag reduction is summarized in
Fig. 5a. The effect of Reynolds number is shown in Fig. 5b, where the
computed and measured drag reduction versus riblet height at Cl 
0.75 is shown for three different Reynolds numbers. In Fig. 6 the
computed drag reductionversusCl is comparedwith the experiments
of Chamorro et al. [9] performed at Re∞  2.2 × 106 (1 m reference
chord) with 80 μm symmetric V-grooved riblets. Also in this case a
satisfactory agreement between computation and experimental data
is achieved. The computed skin friction coefficients with andwithout
riblets at Re∞  1.5 × 106 and Cl  0.75, 0.875, and 1.0 are shown
in Fig. 7. Detected laminar separation bubbles are clearly visible, and
the separation and reattachment points are in good agreement with
experimental data. It is worth noting that thewhole effect of riblets on
skin friction coefficients is in the attached flow zone. The skin friction
seems to be not influenced inside the laminar separation bubble.
IV. Riblets and NLF Performance on a Regional
Aircraft Configuration
Awing–body configuration of a typical regional aircraft (Fig. 8)
has been taken into consideration [29]. The wing has been designed
following the process used for a transonic application [37]. The airfoil
sections are designed to have an extended NLF in cruise conditions
and have been obtained from a multipoint numerical optimization
process [38]. Then, thewing twist has been optimized in order to take
into account low-speed performance requirements. A structured
multiblock grid made of 128 blocks for a total number of 23 × 106
points have been generated and used to perform RANS simulations.
The outboardwing is discretized spanwise by 97 sections, 41 sections
being used for the inboard wing. Around the different solid walls, an
external layer of 72 nodes has been considered to catch the boundary
layer developed.
As a mean value, the number of nodes in the boundary layer is
around 48. One airfoil section is made of 88 points on each surface
(upper and lower surface), with special refinements at nose and
trailing edge.
In Fig. 9 the y distribution on the wing–body shows that it
satisfies the requirements for an accurate computation inside the
boundary layer.
Cruise and climb/descent conditions have been investigated in
order to cover the mission typical of a regional aircraft. The main
aim is to evaluate the gain in terms of aerodynamic drag that could be
achieved by applying the riblets to such a configuration.
Different cases have been considered in order to assess the effect of
the riblets in combination with an NLF. Riblets are first applied with
the assumption of “fully turbulent” flow and then in the case of
laminar flow for a large part of the wing according to the NLF
technology. In the case of fully turbulent assumption, the riblets have
been installed only on wing, only on body, and on the entire configu-
ration in order to determine the zones of the configuration where the
riblets are more effective. Resuming, the following conditions have
been taken into account:
1) Cruise condition:
a) Fully turbulent flow:
i) No riblets
ii) Riblets on both wing and fuselage
iii) Riblets only on wing
iv) Riblets only on fuselage
b) Laminar flow:
i) No riblets
Fig. 5 DU 96-W-180 airfoil. Computed and experimental drag reduction vs riblet height. Void symbols: numerical; full symbols: experimental.
Fig. 6 DU 96-W-180 airfoil with symmetric V-grooved riblets
of h  s  80 μm, Re∞  2.2 × 106. Computed and experimental
drag reduction vs lift coefficient. : computed; : experiments [9].
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ii) Riblets on both turbulent part of the wing and fuselage
2) Climb/descent conditions:
a) Fully turbulent flow:
i) Riblets on both wing and fuselage
ii) Riblets only on wing
iii) Riblets only on fuselage
Finally, the estimate gain in terms of saving of weight for an
operative day is calculated adopting the Breguet formula.
A. Cruise Conditions with Fully Turbulent Assumption
A flow condition corresponding to Mach number 0.50 and Reyn-
olds number (based on the chord of the wing) of 3.0 × 107 has been
considered.
A grid convergence analysis has been first performed. In Fig. 10
the computed drag coefficients at three different mesh sizes, together
with a zero mesh size extrapolation, are shown in the case of fully
turbulent flow in cruise conditions with and without riblets. The
convergence while reducing the mesh size is clearly visible.
The drag polars of the clean configuration and of the configura-
tions equippedwith riblets with lg  10.5 (i.e., optimum riblet shape
distribution), together with the achieved drag reduction (DR) (pres-
sure and friction contributions), are reported in Fig. 11. The adoption
in the simulation of the optimum lg value allows for a straightforward
a posteriori calculation of the optimum physical size in the different
aircraft parts. As verified in [39], the adoption of an average constant
physical riblet height in each aircraft part does not significantly
reduce the performance.
Riblets only on wing are more effective at the low incidences,
whereas riblets only on body provide a gain in drag quite constant
with α. A combined effect is obtained when riblets are applied over
the entire configuration. The percentage drag reduction is calculated
asDR  −CRD − CSD∕CSD × 100 (where the superscriptR stands for
riblets and S for smooth), which is about 9% and decreases with the
lift coefficient. It is worth noting that, although the friction drag
Fig. 7 DU 96-W-180 airfoil, Re∞  1.5 × 106. Computed skin friction coefficients. : computed with riblets h  62 μm; : computed without
riblets; : experimental separation and reattachment points without riblets.
Fig. 8 Regional aircraft configuration.
Fig. 9 Regional aircraft configuration: y distribution.
Fig. 10 Regional aircraft configuration: cruise conditions, fully turbu-
lent.Grid convergence study: drag coefficientswithandwithout riblets vs
mesh size h.
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reduction is substantially constant while varying the angle of attack,
the total drag reduction decreases. This effect is linked to the increase
of lift-induced drag, on which riblets have no effect, while increasing
the angle of attack. The percentage friction drag reduction, calculated
asDRf  −CRDf − CSDf∕CSDf × 100, is constant with the lift coef-
ficient and is about 11%.
Figure 12 reports the skin friction distribution on the upper surface
of the configuration in riblets-on and riblets-off conditions in the case
of riblets installed only on the wing. A clear decrease of the skin
friction is obtained in the front.
The right plot of Fig. 12 reports, as an example, the Cf at a station
located at 40% of the wing span. The gain in Cf decreasing as x
increases is clearly visible. The riblets-on and clean configuration
have the same levels of friction in the trailing-edge region.
The effect of applying the riblets only on the body can be appre-
ciated in Fig. 13.
The zone of the body where the riblets are more effective are the
nose and wing–fuselage intersection.
The right plot of Fig. 13 shows the friction distribution along a
constant-y section of the body. An effect of riblets, not visible in
Fig. 13a, is also present in the rear part of the fuselage.
B. Cruise Conditions with NLF Technology
Thewing of the configuration has been designed to have a laminar
flow for a large extent of the wing in cruise conditions. This
assumption has been numerically reproduced by imposing a transi-
tion at 50% of the local chord in the outboard zone of the wing. This
value has been derived from the results obtained from the design
phase [38], where such an extension of laminar flow has been
estimated on both surfaces for angles of attack between 0° and 5°,
for a nominal cruise condition around α  2°. The estimation of
transition location has been made by the use of criteria for Toll-
mien–Schlichting and crossflow instabilities within the iterative con-
vergence process of the CFD computation [40] for the ONERA tool
used for the design. The inboard region has been assumed turbulent
because the presence of the engines and propeller slipstream is
expected to disturb the laminar flow (Fig. 14). Even if the NLF could
be partially kept behind the propeller, such as reported in [41], the
inboard region has been assumed turbulent as a conservative choice
for the computation of the aircraft performance.
The effect of applying the natural flow technology can be appre-
ciated in Fig. 15, where a comparison between the “fully turbulent”
(with andwithout riblets) andNLF configurations is shown. The drag
Fig. 11 Regional aircraft configuration: cruise conditions.
Fig. 12 Regional aircraft configuration: skin friction coefficient for riblets only on wing.
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reduction (DR), shown in the right plot, is evaluated with respect to
the clean “fully turbulent” configuration. It is worth noting that the
drag reduction achievedby theNLF technology and riblet technology
are comparable. In percentage, the maximum DR is about 12% and
decreases with the α up to about 2.5%. The gain for the friction
component of the drag is about 12% and keeps constant with the
incidence.
Even if the aircraft adopt NLF control it has large regions of
turbulent flow where riblets can be effective. Figure 16 shows the
drag polar and the drag reduction achieved applying the riblets
together with the NLF technology. The drag reduction is evaluated
with respect to the clean configuration with the NLF assumption. In
case of riblets on both body and wing, a further decrease of the total
drag coefficient varying with α from about 9% (3% body and 6%
wing) to about 3% (2.5% body and 0.5% wing) has been achieved.
The friction drag reduction is about 12% (8% body and 4% wing).
Combined NLF and riblets technology returns a maximum drag
reduction of about 20%.
Finally the contour plot of the friction coefficient over the upper
surface of the NLF configuration in riblets-off condition and with the
riblets applied on both body and wing is presented in Fig. 17. The
effect of the riblets is visible on the nose of the body and in the zone of
the intersection between the fuselage and the wing. The Cf at an
outboard station of thewing is presented in the right plot of Fig. 17. It
can be noted that the friction reduction due toNLF in the laminar zone
Fig. 13 Regional aircraft configuration: skin friction coefficient for riblets only on body.
Fig. 14 Regional aircraft configuration: numerically reproducing the
natural laminar flow technology. Blue region: laminar; red region:
turbulent.
Fig. 15 Regional aircraft configuration: cruise conditions with NLF technology. : DR; : DRf.
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Fig. 16 Regional aircraft configuration: cruise conditions with NLF technology plus riblets. : DR; : DRf.
Fig. 17 Regional aircraft configuration: skin friction with NLF technology and riblets.
Fig. 18 Regional aircraft configuration: climb conditions.
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is larger than friction reduction due to riblets in the same zone.
However, the riblets keep their effectiveness in the turbulent region
and provide a further gain in Cf with respect to the NLF technology.
C. Climb/Descent Condition
A flow specification of Mach number 0.20 and Reynolds number
(based on the chord of the wing) of 1.30 × 107 has been chosen as
representative of a climb/descent condition. Only “fully turbulent”
conditions have been taken into consideration. The gain in drag
coefficient in climb conditions is shown in Fig. 18. The “optimum”
riblets have been applied on wing, on body, and on the entire
configuration. In terms of drag reduction, riblets on wing have a
similar effect as the riblets on body. The maximum drag reduction is
achieved when riblets are applied on wing and fuselage and results to
be about 7% and decreases with the incidence. The friction drag
reduction is about 8% and is constant with the α. It is worth noting
that, even if the maximum drag reduction is slightly reduced com-
pared with cruise conditions, riblet effectiveness is still good.
Finally, the contour plot of the friction coefficient over the upper
surface is presented in Fig. 19. Again, the riblets are effective in the
front part of the wing with an effect quite constant in the spanwise
direction and in the region of the nose of the body and of the wing–
body intersection.
V. Estimate of Gain for an Operative Day of Regional
Aircraft Configuration
In the previous sections the drag reduction achieved by NLF and
riblet technologies has been computed in various conditions. It has
been shown that in cruise conditions riblets technology alone can
reduce drag up to 9%, NLF alone can reduce drag up to 12%, and the
combined installation of both technologies induces a drag reduction
up to 20%. The previous discussed results are here applied to evaluate
the weight that a new-generation turboprop could save in a typical
mission, as a means of having operative information on the benefits
that such technologies can lead.
The Breguet formula for the range
R  η
cs
CL
CD
ln
Wi
Wf
(10)
is applied with the aerodynamic coefficients retrieved by the drag
polars presented in the previous sections. The analysis is restricted
only to the cruise part of a typical mission (Fig. 20a) with Wi the
weight at the end of the climb phase andWf the weight at the end of
the cruise phase.
A lift coefficient of 0.50 is considered, whereas theCD is estimated
by the values of the drag coefficient of the wing–body configuration
CWBD . This is obtained by considering the drag breakdown of a typical
turboprop-driven aircraft as shown in Fig. 20b, where “other” is
represented by interferences, windshield, gaps, excrescences, and
so on. This miscellaneous contribution is generally estimated con-
siderably larger than that in the case of advanced transonic jet-liners,
which are characterized by a more refined aerodynamics. The typical
contribution of thewing–body to the total drag coefficient, as derived
by Fig. 20b, is
CWBD  CWD  CBD  0.68  CD (11)
Fig. 19 Regional aircraft configuration: skin friction distribution in climb conditions.
Fig. 20 Typical turbopropeller-driven aircraft.
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Each contribution to the total drag can be expressed as function of
the CWBD exploiting Eq. (11) as (e.g., for the horizontal tail):
CHTD  0.04  CD 
0.04
0.68
 CWBD  0.059  CWBD (12)
and therefore
CD  CWBD  CHTD  CVTD  CNaD  COtD  1.47  CWBD (13)
The drag coefficient, evaluated by Eq. (13) by exploiting the drag
polars computed for thewing–body configuration, is used inEq. (10),
where η is the efficiency of the propeller and cs is the specific fuel
consumption. The values considered typical for a turbopropeller-
driven aircraft are η  0.85 and cs  0.70 lb∕hph. The difference
inweightΔW that can be achieved by riblets andNLF technology has
been computed with respect toWcf, the weight at the end of the cruise
phase of the clean configuration.
The percentage saving weight of a turboprop regional aircraft has
been estimated and reported in Table 1 for a design mission with a
cruise of 900 nautical miles (NM) and in Table 2 for typical mission
with a cruise of 350 NM. The saving is due to the reduction of the
cruise fuel weight.
The analysis reported above suffers from some assumptions espe-
ciallywith regard to the evaluation of the drag coefficient. However, it
is possible to state that the NLF technologywould allow to savemore
weight than riblets, about 30% more. It is also worth noting that, in
terms of savingweight, riblets onwing aremore effective (almost two
times) than riblets on fuselage.
VI. Conclusions
The effect of application of the riblets to a new-generation turbo-
prop configuration has been presented. Thewing of the configuration
has been designedwith the aim to haveNLF in cruise conditions, then
the riblets have been considered also in conjunction with the NLF
technology. RANS simulations have been performed by exploiting a
proper boundary condition to simulate the effect of the riblets. Two-
dimensional test cases have been first discussed comparing the results
with available experiments. Then, riblets and NLF performance on a
wing–body turboprop configuration have been calculated in various
conditions. Drag polars in cruise and climb/descent conditions and
drag reductionvariationwith the angle of attacks have been computed.
The results show how riblets and NLF technologies have comparable
performancewhen applied alone and that the combined application of
both returns a maximum drag reduction of 20% in cruise conditions.
Riblets are effective also in climb/descent conditions, but the maxi-
mum drag reduction is slightly reduced to 7%. The weight that a
turbopropeller-driven aircraft could save by applying these drag
reduction techniques in the cruise phase of a typical mission has been
also estimated, providing operative details on the achievable benefits.
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